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We detail  a method  to produce  a GeV-photon  source with  polarisation  degree exceeding 91% and 78% 
(corresponding  to a 96% and 89% fraction  of the photons)  for  linear  and circular  polarised  photons  
respectively  and with  a brilliance  of the order  of 1021 photons /( s mm 2 mrad 2 0.1% BW). Using currently  
available  multi-GeV  electron  bunches and laser pulses of moderately  relativistic  intensities,  we show 
how  the weakly  nonlinear  regime  can produce  photons  polarised  mainly  parallel  to the laser “eld.  
We demonstrate  the robustness of this  scheme by considering  electron  bunches of various  emissivities  
colliding  with  linearly  and circularly-polarised  laser pulses at a range of angles.

� 2020 The Author(s).  Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article  under  the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction

When  an accelerated electron  bunch  scatters off  a laser pulse 
of su�cient  intensity,  photons  are produced  in  a series of harmon-
ics corresponding  to the number  of absorbed laser photons.  As the 
intensity  of the pulse is increased, there  is predicted  to be a tran-
sition  from  the perturbative  multi-photon regime,  where  spectra 
are well-approximated  by considering  just  the lowest  harmonics,  
to the small-coupling  non-perturbative regime  where  all  orders of 
harmonics  can contribute  equally.  Experiments  such as LUXE at 
DESY [1] and  E320 at FACET-II [2] are planned  in  the near future  
to combine  electron  bunches of order  10 GeV with  laser pulses of 
intensity  parameter  � � O(1) to measure, for  the “rst  time,  the 
transition  from  the multi-photon  to the non-perturbative  regime  
of quantum  electrodynamics  (QED). They will  thereby  complement  
the landmark  E144 experiment,  which  measured processes in  the 
multi-photon  regime  two  decades ago [3…5]. The measurement  
and characterisation  of the non-perturbative  regime  is highly  rele-
vant  to the design and analysis of experimental  campaigns planned  
at the next  generation  of high  power  laser facilities  such as ELI-
Beamlines, ELI-NP [6], EP-OPAL and SEL [7], which  will  realise this  
regime  in  intense  laser-plasma  interactions.

Photon polarisation  is an important  experimental  observable, 
which  was central  to measurements  providing  the “rst  evidence 
of real photon-photon  scattering  (vacuum  birefringence)  from  an 
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isolated  neutron  star [ 8], and measuring  the polarisation  of X-ray  
sources is a key part  of the future  Imaging  X-ray  Polarimetry  Ex-
plorer  (IXPE) [9]. Having  access to a highly-polarised  source of 
photons  has also been shown  to signi“cantly  reduce the experi-
mental  demands required  to provide  the “rst  experimental  mea-
surement  of real photon-photon  scattering  using lasers in  the lab 
[10…12]. The decay of a photon  into  an electron-positron  pair  in  an 
intense  electromagnetic  “eld,  which  is believed  to play  an impor-
tant  role  in  the evolution  of the magnetospheres  of some neutron  
stars [13], and a key observable in  the LUXE and E320 experiments,  
can also be considerably  enhanced by using a highly-polarised  
photon  source [14]. Using pair  spectroscopy  [15], the polarisation  
purity  can form  a useful  further  interrogation  of high-intensity  
QED. Furthermore,  polarised  photons  also “nd  application  in  e.g. 
the study  of nuclear  structure  via photonuclear  reactions [ 16].

In this  letter,  we propose a robust  scheme to generate bril-
liant  and highly-polarised  GeV � -rays collimated  by colliding  
an electron  bunch  nearly  head-on  with  a laser pulse of inter-
mediate  intensity.  By considering  an electron  bunch  with  a di-
vergence of 0.2 mrad  [17], the photon  source is predicted  to 
have a polarisation  degree of around  91% and 78% for linear  
and circular  polarisation  respectively,  and a brilliance  of up to 
1021 photons s Š1 mm Š2 mrad Š2 0.1% BW. Because our  scheme 
exploits  the harmonic  and angular  structure  of the spectrum,  it  is 
beyond  analyses based on numerical  simulations  that  employ  the 
locally-constant-“eld  approximation  [18…22]. For this  reason, the 
predicted  brilliance  of our  scheme is orders of magnitude  higher  
than  hitherto  conceived for  a polarised  hard  gamma source [23]. 
Furthermore,  as we will  show, our  scheme is robust  and does not  
rely  upon  “ne-tuning  of experimental  parameters.
e  under  the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ). Funded by 
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2. Polarised  NLC in  plane  wave  backgrounds

We begin by outlining  de“nitions  used in  the calculation.  In 
an electron-laser  collision,  the differential  probability  of emitting  
a photon  in  the polarisation  state � j with  momentum  k via the 
nonlinear  Compton  process [24,14], can be written  as [25]

d3P j

dsdr2
=

�
(2� � )2

s

t

�
d� d� � T j e

i
� �

� �
k·� p (	 )

m2t �
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where  we model  the laser pulse as a plane wave with  wavevector  

 = 
 0(1, 0, 0, 1), � is the “ne-structure  constant,  � = 
 · p/ m2, 
s = 
 · k/
 · p is the lightfront  momentum  fraction  of the scat-
tered  photon,  t = 1 Š s, � (� � ) is the laser pulse phase, � p =
p Š a + 
( 2 p · a Š a2)/
 · p, a = e A where  A is the laser pulse 
vector  potential,  p, e and m are the electron  incident  momentum,  
absolute  charge and mass respectively  and T j is a polarisation-
dependent  integrand  de“ned  later.  r  = k � /( sm) is the normalised  
photon  momentum  in  the plane perpendicular  to the laser prop-
agation  direction  and relates directly  to the scattering  angle of 
the photon.  For later  use, we de“ne  the angles to the negative  
z axis, � x, y , of the scattered  photon  in  the x-z and y-z planes, 
via rx, y = m� tan(� x, y / 2)/
 0. The photon  polarisation  states are 
chosen to be the eigenstates of the polarisation  operator  in  the 
given laser background  to ensure the polarisation  does not  change 
after  the photon  is created. For a linearly-polarised  laser pulse:  
a(�)  = m� � 1 sin(�) f (�) where  � and f (�) are the laser amplitude  
and pro“le,  and we use the normalised  transverse  states [26]:

� 1 = � 1 Š
k · � 1

k · 


 , � 2 = � 2 Š

k · � 2

k · 


, (2)

where  � 1 = (0, 1, 0, 0) and � 2 = (0, 0, 1, 0) are parallel  to the laser 
electric  and magnetic  “elds  respectively.  For a circularly-polarised  
background  a(�)  = m� [� 1 cos(�)  + � 2 sin(�) ] f (�) ,1 we use � ± =
(� 1 ± i � 2)/

�
2, where  the sign + (Š ) denotes the left-hand  (right-

hand)  rotation  of the polarisation.  We will  generally  refer  to � 1/ � +

(� 2/� Š ) states as E/ L-polarised (B/ R-polarised) and as being paral-
lel  (perpendicular)  to the “eld,  even though,  in  general, the pho-
ton  is not  emitted  head-on  with  the laser pulse, but  instead  at a 
small  opening  angle and so its  polarisation  direction  is not  exactly  
aligned  with  the “eld.  We “nd:

T j =
s2

8t
 + w j (�) · w j (� �), (3a)

T± =
s2

8t
 +

1

2
w (�) · w (� �) ± i f t w (�) × w (� �), (3b)

where  w (�)  = (r  Š p� / m)R(�)  + a� (�)/ m,   = [ a(�)  Š a(� �)]2/ m2, 
f t = (1 + t 2)/( 4t ) and R(�)  = 1 Š k · � (�)/ k · p is the regulator  (see 
e.g. [28] for  details).

In Eq. (3), we see the polarisation-dependent  part  of the scat-
tering  probability  for  a linearly  polarised  background  T j and for  
a circularly-polarised  background  T± is quite  different.  This de-
pendence can lead to a signi“cant  difference  in  the energy and 
angular  distribution  of the scattered  polarised  photons.  We use the 
polarisation  degree P , which  varies from  Š100% to 100%, and sig-
ni“es the  asymmetry  in  the polarisation  mix  of emitted  photons.  
The E-polarised  (L-polarised)  states are used to de“ne  positive  

1 The photon  is right-hand  polarised  when  the direction  of the “eld  rotation  is 
parallel  to the direction  of its wavevector,  otherwise  the photon  is left-hand  po-
larised [ 27]. Therefore, the circular  background  is right-hand  polarised,  de“ned  as 
propagating  in z direction  with  a potential  a(�) = m�( � 1 + i � 2)eŠi � f (�) . The emit-
ted photons  in the state � + / � Š are left/right-hand  polarised  as propagating  almost  
in Š z direction.
Fig. 1. Energy and angular  spectra for  a head-on  collision  of a 10 GeV (� = 0.095) 
electron  beam with  a � = 0.5, � l = 1.24 eV, 26.7 fs (8-cycle)  laser pulse with  en-
velope f (�)  = cos2(�/ 4� ) (|� | � 2� � ). Upper panels:  (a) energy spectrum  of the 
polarised  photon  s dP j / ds and (b) polarisation  degree P (s). Central panels:  angular  
distribution  d2P/ d� xd� y in a circularly-polarised  background  of L-polarised  photons  
(c) and R-polarised  photons  (d). Bottom  panels:  angular  distribution  in a linearly-
polarised  background  of E-polarised  photons  (e) and B-polarised  photons  (f). The 
blue (magenta)  dot-dashed  line  in (b) denotes the Compton  edge in a linearly  (cir-
cularly)  polarised  background.

asymmetry:  P = (P1 Š P2)/( P1 + P2) (P = (P+ Š PŠ )/( P+ + PŠ ))
for  a linearly  (circularly)  polarised  background.  As an example  
in  Fig. 1, we consider 2 the head-on  collision  between  a 10 GeV
(� = 0.095) electron  and a 26.7 fs (8-cycle)  laser pulse with  in-
termediate  intensity  � = 0.5. The importance  of quantum  and 
nonlinear  contributions  in  this  parameter  regime  is discussed in  
Appendix A. Fig. 1(a) shows the different  behaviour  of the po-
larised  energy spectra in  the linearly  and circularly  polarised  back-
ground  for  different  values of s. In the s � 0 limit,  the pho-
tons are almost  unpolarised  in  a linearly-polarised  background,  
whereas in  a circularly-polarised  background,  almost  all  photons  
are R-polarised  (P � Š 100%) [27,30]. Recalling that  s 	 1 + cos� p , 
where  � p 
 (� 2

x + � 2
y )1/ 2 is the photon  scattering  angle with  respect 

to the negative  z-axis, we see that,  although  there  is a source of 
highly  polarised  photons  when  s � 0, this  corresponds  to:  i)  low  
energies and ii)  broad angular  spread. However,  another  source 
of highly-polarised  photons  is at higher  s-values starting  around  
the Compton  edge (the  end of the kinematic  range of the “rst  
harmonic [ 31]), where  in  both  linearly- and  circularly-polarised  
backgrounds,  the polarisation  degree remains  very  high  as shown  
in  Fig. 1(b) and the photons  are almost  entirely  polarised  in  the 
E/L-states. The multiple  peaks in  Fig. 1(b) correspond  to differ-
ent  orders of harmonics.  For a circularly-polarised  background,  the 
Compton  edge is at s = 2� /( 2� + 1 + � 2) (for  a linearly-polarised  
background  � 2 � � 2/ 2). Furthermore,  as shown  in  Fig. 1(c) and 
Fig. 1(e), the photons  in  the E/L-polarised  states are tightly  col-
limated  with  the electron•s incident  direction  (� i = 0) with  an 
angular  spread of � 2� / � p , where  � p 
 2 × 105 is the Lorentz  fac-
tor  of the initial  electron,  in  contrast  to the broader  angular  spread 

2 To obtain  our  results, we evaluated  Eq. (1) using a method  based on writing  
the probability  in terms  of parts of the amplitude,  and then  numerically  integrating  
these simpler  parts before multiplying  together  (explained  in detail  in [ 29].
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Fig. 2. Photon production  probability  P and polarisation  degree P for  different  
detector  angular  acceptance values, � , for  the same parameters  as in Fig. 1. Left col-
umn:  linearly  polarised  background.  Right column:  circularly  polarised  background.  
In (a) and (b) are the probability  of a single electron  scattering  an E/L-polarised  
photon  for  s > 0 (red  sold line),  s > 0.11 (blue  dot-dashed  line)  and probability  for  
a B/ R-polarised  photon  with  s > 0 (black  dashed line),  s > 0.11 (magenta  dotted  
line).  In (c) and (d) are the polarisation  degree for  s > 0 (red  sold line),  s > 0.11
(blue  dashed line).

of B/ R-polarised  photons  shown  in  Fig. 1(d) and Fig. 1(f). The high  
E/L-polarised  degree can be explained  with  a straightforward  clas-
sical multipole  expansion,  since the electron  recoil  parameter  � p =
� � 
 0.05 � 1. When  the laser intensity  is in  the intermediate  
range � �� 1, � � 1, the (Lorentz-boosted)  dipole  radiation  forms  
a large component  of the Compton  scattered  photon  distribution,  
with  some sub-leading  higher-order  multipole  contributions.  This 
dipole  radiation  is completely  polarised  in  the parallel  state, and 
when  the electron  is highly  relativistic,  this  radiation  is emitted  
within  a narrow  opening  angle parallel  to the electron  propagation  
direction  at the Lorentz-boosted  “rst  harmonic  energy. Multipole  
radiation  also contributes  but  is suppressed directly  in  the higher  
energy region  [as seen in  Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b)]  and hence there  
is a high  degree of E/ L-polarised  photons  at the Compton  edge. 
A similar  explanation  applies to the circularly-polarised  case.3

3. Highly-polarised  GeV � -ray  source

Based on the above observations  we present  a robust  scheme to 
generate highly-polarised  GeV � -rays. Since B/ R-polarised  photons  
are more  likely  to be emitted  at larger  angles and lower  energies, 
by applying  an angular  cut  (through  the placement  of the detector)  
and an energy cut  (through  the use of an attenuating  “lter),  the 
photons  that  remain  are of a high  E/L-polarisation  degree.

From Eq. (1), the number  of photons  within  the detector  angu-
lar  acceptance � can be calculated:

P j =

�/ 2�

Š�/ 2

d� x

�/ 2�

Š�/ 2

d� y

1�

sd

ds
drx

d� x

dr y

d� y

d3P j

dsdr2
,

where  sd is a lower  bound  on the photon  energy. In Figs. 2(a) and 
(b), we see that  the total  number  of detectable  photons  decreases 
with  a narrower  acceptance angle � . However,  as the decrease of 

3 To preserve azimuthal  symmetry,  an expansion  spherical  harmonics  Ym
l would  

be dominated  by terms  with  equal degree l and order  m, and only  Y0
0 (which  is 

only  present  in the “rst  harmonic)  has a non-zero  contribution  on-axis.
E/L-polarised  photons  is much  slower  than  the decrease of B/ R-
polarised  photons,  the polarisation  degree increases sharply  by 
narrowing  the detector  acceptance angle as shown  in  Fig. 2(c) and 
(d). For a linearly  polarised  background  (left  column),  the polarisa-
tion  degree of the received photons  increases from  P 
 58% within  
the acceptance angle � = 0.2 mrad to  81% within  � = 0.1 mrad,  
and increases still  further  to the high  degree P 
 95% within  
� = 0.05 mrad.  For the circular  case (right  column),  the same phe-
nomenon  is presented:  the polarisation  degree P increases from  
25% with  � = 0.2 mrad to  72% with  � = 0.1 mrad and  to higher  
than  96% within  � = 0.05 mrad.  Furthermore,  this  high  polarisa-
tion  degree is carried  mainly  by high-energy  photons  because E/L-
polarised  photons  dominate  the high-energy  spectrum.  In Fig. 2
we also present  results  for  high-energy  photons  with  an energy 
cutoff  of sd = 0.11 (corresponding  to 1.1 GeV), where,  as shown,  
the number  is already  saturated  at an acceptance � 
 0.14 mrad,  
with  a degree above P 
 91% (P 
 78%) in  a linearly-polarised  
(circularly-polarised)  background  [blue  dashed line  in  Fig. 2(c) and 
(d)].  More  than  90% of these high-energy  photons  are collimated  
in  a much  narrower  angular  divergence  < 0.08 mrad with  a degree 
above P 
 92% in each case, and more  than  30% of these photons  
are above the Compton  edge in  Fig. 1(a) and hence from  the non-
linear  interaction  of the electron  with  the laser background.

In order  to obtain  highly  brilliant  � -rays, a bunch  of energetic  
electrons  is needed to pump  the photon  source. Here we consider  
electrons  with  an average energy of 10 GeV, attainable  in  upcom-
ing LUXE [1] and  E320 experiments  [2] (all-optical  set-ups using 
laser wake“eld  acceleration  can achieve energies of order  5 GeV
[32,17]). We calculate  the effect  of an electron  bunch  by assuming 
a normalised  momentum  distribution:

� (p) = 1�
2� 3� � � 2

� m3
exp

�
Š (p·nŠ �p)2

2� 2
� m2 Š |pŠn(p·n)|2

� 2
� m2

�
,

with  modulus  average momentum  �p and root-mean-square  (rms)  
momentum  spread in  the longitudinal,  � � m, and transverse, � � m
directions,  where  n = (sin � i , 0, Š cos� i ) is the incident  direction  
of the electron  bunch. Because the wavelength  of emitted  photons  
is much  smaller  than  the electron  bunch  length,  we assume the 
emission  is incoherent.  We also assume that  the electron  bunch  
width  is much  smaller  than  the laser pulse focal width,  as is 
planned  for  LUXE (strong  laser focussing is not  required  as in-
termediate  intensities  are comfortably  attainable  by modern  high-
power  lasers).

In Fig. 3(a) and (b), we show the angular  distribution  of high-
energy (s > 0.11) E/L-polarised  photons  emitted  by a pump  elec-
tron  bunch:  � � = 3%� p and � � = 10Š4� p corresponding  to a 6%
rms energy spread and an angular  divergence  �  = 0.2 mrad,  with  
an average momentum  �p = � pm [17] incident  at an angle � i =
100 mrad.  Because the bunch  angular  divergence  is much  larger  
than  the angular  spread 2� / � p induced  by the background  “eld,  
the photons  are emitted  in  a much  broader  distribution  of angles 
than  the single-electron  result  in  Fig. 1. Therefore, rather  than  pro-
ducing  a well-de“ned  angular  harmonic  structure,  for  a bunch  of 
electrons  with  a broad spread of momenta,  we see that  the angu-
lar  harmonic  structure  is smoothed  out.  However,  as in  Fig. 1, we 
still  see the dominance  of the E/L-polarised  photons  in  the high-
energy region  s > 0.11. The polarisation  degree is about  91% (78%) 
for  the linear  (circular)  case with  acceptance � = 0.2 mrad shown  
in  Fig. 3(c). The effect  of the electron  bunch  is to average out  the 
peak degree along the propagation  axis, resulting  in  a ”atter  distri-
bution  which  is less sensitive  to the precise value of the acceptance 
angle. Because low-energy  photons  mix  with  higher  energy pho-
tons off-axis,  the maximum  predicted  degree is reduced, (indicated  
by the lines for  s > 0 in  Fig. 3(c)). To reach a higher  degree, an en-
ergy “lter  would  also have to be applied.  However,  we emphasise 








